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Word study  = 
 phonics +  spelling +  
 vocabulary instruction 

What is word study? 



Word study is an approach to phonics, 
vocabulary and spelling instruction.   











Why word study? 
•  Becoming literate depends on the fast, 

accurate recognition of words in texts, and 
fast accurate production of words in writing 
so that readers can focus their attention on 
making meaning.   

•  Word study explicitly teaches students with 
hands-on activities the vital skills necessary 
to excel at word recognition, spelling and 
vocabulary.  



--Word study is supported by research. 

Why is word study essential to reading 
and writing  achievement? 

--Word study is an active way to teach phonics, 
spelling, and vocabulary. It is generative.  
Students go beyond memorization and learn 
how words work in English. 

-- Supported by the research discussed in the 
National Reading Panel Report. 

--Word study is an essential element of a 
robust literacy program (RRWWT). 



 Scope and Sequence of  
        Word Study Instruction 

Alphabet      Pattern   Meaning 
     

Phonology          Orthography         Morphology 
     1. Beginning consonants 

2. Ending consonants 
3. Short vowels 
4. Consonant digraphs 
5. Consonant blends 
6. Preconsonantal 

Nasals 

7.  CVCe 
8.  Other common long 

vowel patterns 
9.  Less common long 

vowel patterns 
10.  Consonant Influenced 

vowels (r,l,w) 
11.  Complex consonant 

clusters 
12.  Diphthongs & other 

ambiguous vowels 
13.  Inflectional endings: 

plural and past tense 
14.  Open & closed syllable 

patterns 
15.  Vowel patterns in 

accented syllables 
16.  Unaccented syllables 

17.  Common prefixes 
18.  Common suffixes 
19.  Sounded-silent spelling/

meaning connections 
20.  Consonant alternations 

in derivationally related 
pairs 

21.  Greek roots 
22.  Latin stems 
23.  Predictable changes in 

derivationally related 
words 

24.  Advanced suffixes 
25.  Absorbed or assimilated 

prefixes 



In word study, students… 

1.  Have a word study notebook 

A Place to Write  
• Word Sorts 
• Word Hunts 
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  2. Hunt for related words.  
• Students hunt for interesting words  

  as they read and listen. 

3.  Chart related words.   
• Record related words in word  

 study notebooks. 

ALL STUDENTS 
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4.  Determine a stage of spelling for 
each student to plan word study 
instruction. 

5.  Students study their sorts every 
day: small group, partner, individual, 
center/station, outside of school 
(before and after school settings, 
home) 



For a developmental perspective we 

look for the  
Synchrony of literacy 

There is a synchrony among 
reading, writing and spelling 
development and instruction. 



Emergent 
Pre-K to middle of 1st 
Emergent 

 Beginning 
K to middle of 2nd 

  Letter Name - Alphabetic 
Transitional 
Within Word Pattern 

Grade 1 to middle of 4th 

Syllables & Affixes 
Intermediate  

Grades 3 to 8 

Advanced 
Grades 5 to 12 
Derivational Relations 

Reading Stages 
Grade Range 
Spelling Stages 

Synchrony of Literacy Development 
            Alphabet            Pattern              Meaning 



Layers of English Orthography  

Alphabet/Sound 

Pattern 

Meaning 



Layers of English Orthography (p. 8) 

Alphabet/Sound 

Pattern 

Meaning 

cat 
man 

meat 
fire 
bright 

telephoto 
cyclical 



SPELLING 
INVENTORIES 

help us determine and differentiate 
what to teach… 

(validation studies in English and Spanish) 



Steps In Using  
Qualitative Spelling Inventories 

1.  Select and administer a screening inventory.  

2. Analyze students’ spelling. Use the feature guides 
that accompany each of the inventories. 

3. Create a classroom profile using classroom 
organization or composite charts.  Determine 
stage of spelling development for each student. 

4.  Determine starting points for instruction. 



     serving 

 opposition 
civilize 

  confident 
 fortunate 

   pleasure 

   ripen 

  cattle 

   carries 

16/25!



Spelling Inventories 

•  Use selected words that capture 
information about particular features at 
different stages 

•  Can be administered early and easily 
•  Feature analysis is provided 
•  Can be used to monitor growth over time 

when words are compared 



When to Use Which Inventory 



Jake’s Spelling Inventory  



Power Scores & Estimated Stages 



Jake’s Feature Guide  



Classroom Composite 



Spelling-by-Stage Classroom 
Organization Chart 



Primary Spelling Inventory 

•  Johnston developed the PSI as an inventory 
for the early grades 

•  Feature Analysis Guide 
•  Classroom composite 



Feature 
Guide 







Goal Setting/Progress 
 Monitoring Charts 



Spell Check # 16 



Omar’s Spell Checks for 
Preconsonantal Nasals  



Omar’s Goal-Setting/Progress 
Monitoring Chart  



Spelling Stage Expectations by Grade 
Level 
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Appendices of WTW 
•  Qualitative Spelling Checklist 
•  Emergent Class Record 
•  Kindergarten Spelling Inventory PALS 
•  PSI, ESI, ISI, ULSI) 
•  Spanish Spelling Inventory 
•  Class Composite Forms 
•  WTW DVD has another ESI, Viise’s Feature 

Inventory, and Content Area Inventories 
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BASIC TYPES OF SORTS 
Concept sort    
Guess my category 
Picture sorts   
Partner sound sorts 
Word sorts  
Word hunts 
Closed sorts 
Writing sorts 
Open sorts  
Speed sorts 
Collecting word bank words   
Studying interesting words 
Word study notebooks  



Question Time"



BASIC TYPES OF SORTS 
Concept sort    
Guess my category 
Picture sorts   
Partner sound sorts 
Word sorts  
Word hunts 
Closed sorts 
Writing sorts 
Open sorts  
Speed sorts 
Collecting word bank words   
Studying interesting words 
Word study notebooks  















flag cage drag 
bridge smudge dodge 
plug huge fudge 

lodge ridge blog 
page pledge edge 
stage brag drug 



hard g soft g 
flag cage      page 
plug bridge    pledge 
drug smudge  edge 
drag huge      stage 
blog lodge     fudge 

ridge      dodge 



flag cage bridge 
plug huge smudge 
drug page lodge 
drag stage ridge 
blog pledge 

fudge 















Some examples of classroom 
organization and instruction 

through the grade levels 























LETTER NAME - 
ALPHABETIC 

WORD STUDY!
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Spelling 
Stage!

Word Study  
Topics!

Examples of Word Study  
with English Learners!

Long vowel 
patterns, difficult 
final blends & 
digraphs, other 
vowel patterns !

More difficult vowel contrasts 
(short ! and "); short and long 
contrasts (n!t/n"at); continue 
blend and digraph study (t/th); 
sound sorts for long and short 
vowel discriminations; use 
homonyms for vocabulary 
development (read/read, pale/
pail)  













Michelle Flores’ Schedule 
2nd Grade 

















Ms. Roberts   4th  grade"



Ms. Roberts   4th  grade"

Day 1  " "Introduces Sort,  Models Sort"
Day 2 " "Buddy Sort"

Day 3 " "Games, Speed Sorts"

Day 4 " "Reflection, Share Out " "
" " "Assessment"
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Bruskotter 
5th grade 
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Question Time"




